"The success of the series brings new members to Sheboygan County Historical Research Center. It brings increased visibility and relevance to the organization."

- Beth Dippel, Sheboygan County Historical Research Center, speaking about a lecture series funded with a WHC grant
'Voting for a Change - The Impact of the 19th Amendment on our Community' highlights the 100th anniversary of women’s right to vote in the United States and how local women championed this cause. Every year over 2,000 Neenah-area students tour the museum. The exhibit is on view through November 2020.

A LASTING IMPACT

The Neenah Historical Society received a WHC grant to create an exhibit highlighting the struggle, process, and outcome of the monumental role of Wisconsin women in the passage of the 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The exhibit shares stories of real local women and places their efforts in context of what was going on in Neenah, and the world, in 1919. This history is made relevant with public programs and exhibit sections about the first women in leadership roles, such as the first woman mayor and school superintendent.